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Emma Cocker (reflection) 
 
Attending to the agency of surface and sound. 
 
Tendencies towards solidity, densification - notated through temporal media. 
Temporal agencies, ephemeral agencies - notated through media tending towards 
densification. 
 
 

 Sound             Time-based 
 
 
 

 
 

Surface                                                          Mark-based 
 
 

Combinational vectors. 
Conversational vectors. 
 
Rebound. Agency of surface implicated in the agency of sound.  
How /where is surface implicated in sound? 
Where is one agency implicated in another’s appearance? 
 
Surface in sound. Rebound. 
Is sound in surface? 
What other agencies are implicated in the agency of surface? 
 
Agencies in the present. Now. And agencies over time, palimpsest of agential 
enmeshings. 
 
Sound (shows up) in imprint of meetings on surface. Sound of wheels, feet on pavings. 
Sound gives tangibility to an imprint that only the surface ‘feels’ or ‘experiences’.  
Sense of the impingement of one surface on another through sound. 
 
The density/weight of an imprint between surface and surface is differentiated in its 
sound. Scuff. Heavy. Sharp. Soft. 
 
Moving and non-moving surfaces. 
Body as surface. 
Body as sound.  
 
Vector.  
 
Does sound agency always touch surface? 
 
Waves. 
 
Temporal agencies implicated in solid agencies. 



 
Relation to the sensory modalities – touch, hearing, sight, smell, taste. 
 
Meeting of sensory modality and technology. 
Does technology amplify a sensory modality? 
Can there be other combinations? 
Habitual combination of eye and lens, ear and sound recorder, hand and …  
What practices emerge through less predictable combinations.  
Haptic lens. 
Textural light. 
Sonic mark. 
 
Does lens capture the tendency of surface towards temporality? 
Does mark capture the tendency of sound towards materiality? 
 
What sensory modalities are active and passive, activated and knocked-back? 
How does this change the perception of agencies? 
Do certain sensory/technological combinations produce unexpected agential 
appearances – touch, hearing, smell? 
Could one use the technology of lens media (light/time) only haptically, olfactorily. 
 
Deprivation and amplification. 
 
What other agencies are there? 
 
Does attending to agencies change the perception of the atmosphere? 
 
Passage. As a temporal and spatial phenomena. 
 
Implication of the spatial in the temporal. 
Implication of agencies of sound and surface. 
 
Modes of passage not contained by the spatial surfaces of the passage. 
Sky. Birds. Wind. Planes.  
 
Contained. 
 
Palimpsest of times. 
Surface as residue of other agencies.  
Solidity/density impinged upon by other agencies. 
Are these agencies then part of the other’s agency? 
Are these agencies part of the agency of surface? 
Wind. Water. Air. Breath. Surface (of others). Direction of the wind. What shows up? 
 
Dominant directions. Orientations. 
 
How do I prepare? 
 
Shifting agency – are the agential enmeshings consistent? 
Are the presence and play of agencies consistent in a space? 
How are they modulated? 



Is this spatially determined? 
Temporally determined? 
 
How do other agencies affect this  - the presence of light, wind. Amplification. 
Occlusion. 
 
Sound (+ absence of the agency of wind) 
Sound (+ agency of light) 
 
If I touch surface, do I attune to other sounds? 
 
What is discernible | what shows up through certain practices (and not others)? 
 
Tactility amplifies the sonic. 
 
Synaesthesic dimension of the practices? 
Synaesthesic dimension of the technologies? 
 
Practice – an assemblage of sensory modalities and technologies/media. 
 
Vehicular means. 
 
How does surface sound? 
How does sound surface? 
 
Agency and agents. 
Agent and agencies. 
Agency of agents. 
Verbing. 
Nouning. 
 
Below surface. On. Under. Above.  
How is the milieu of surface? 
When is the end of surface? 
Where do sound and surface touch? 
 
Does surface only become so in its relation to ‘not it’? 
Where does the agency of surface end and other agencies take over? 
 
Are there already notations in the space? 
 
Surface is always othering. 
Surface as a bordering agency. 
Surface as an agency of demarcation. 
What are the properties of surface as agency? 
 
Sound is a different agency. It bleeds.  
 
Awareness contours. 
 



Agency of surface understood through proximity, tactility. Meeting of one surface 
touching another … even the eye. 
 
Placement. Grounded. 
 
Agency of sound is not like this. 
Touches many places. Poly-tactile, poly-reverberating.  
 
How would notation help me to reflect more? 
Am I reflecting? 
How is my agency through reflecting implicated or amplified? 
 
The vector of reflection.  
 


